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form of abstracted and the resources of the grid are
virtualized form.
Management of these resources is an important
infrastructure in the grid computing environment.
And the procedures for a program to use the remote
resources are controlled by the RMS (Resource
Management System). Since grid resources are
highly heterogeneous and dynamic, more faults may
be raise in grid environment. Fault tolerance
mechanism is an important in grid computing
environment. Therefore it is important to note that the
grid infrastructure should be designed to be fault
tolerant. Fault tolerance is the capability of a system
to achieve its function properly even in the existence
of faults [2].
The RMS works in five layers that are program layer,
request layer, management layer, network layer, and
resource layer, respectively [10].
The grid system is depicted by Fig. 1, and how
different resources are accessed by RMS is shown in
figure 1 [10].

Abstract
In recent year, solving Grid service reliability are
not easy tasks because of the complexity and large
scale of the system and resources. While concerning
on large scale system, large subtasks requires timeconsuming computation, therefore the reliability of
grid service could be rather low. Our paper tries to
focus on maximizing reliability and minimizing cost
of grid resources. In the existing system all
researchers focused on the remote node fault
recovery where more waste is consumed on time
and resources. Furthermore those systems did not
incorporate the fault recovery and the practical
constraints of grid resource on optimization.
Resultantly our paper considers the Local Node
Fault Recovery mechanism into grid systems, and
presents a solution to simultaneously maximize the
grid service reliability and minimizing the cost. Our
proposed Grid Service Reliability & Node Recovery
(GSRNR) mechanism considers some practical
constraints such as the life times of subtasks, the
numbers of recoveries performed in grid nodes.
Presuming the proposed grid service reliability
model, a multi-objective task cost scheduling
optimization model is presented, and Min Max cost
scheduling algorithm is developed to solve it
effectively.

A. Theoretical Foundation and realization
Different resources are distributed in the grid system
and different services can use a given set of
resources. Each resource is directly connected to the
RMS by a single communication channel, which
forms the star topology. The service task consists of
subtasks that should be executed by resources and
each subtask is characterized by fixed complexity,
and by fixed amounts of input & output data. The
request for service (task execution) arrives to the
RMS which assigns the subtasks to different
resources for processing. The resources are
specialized and can serve only a single subtask if it is
available. On the other hand, the same subtask can be
assigned to several resources of the same type for
parallel execution. If the same subtask is processed
by several resources, it is completed when first output
is returned to the RMS. The entire task is completed
when all of the subtasks are completed, and their
results are returned to the RMS from the resources.
Some subtasks require outputs from previous
subtasks for their execution. Therefore, if resource
failure or communication channel failure occurs
before the end of the output data transmission from
the resource to the RMS, the subtask cannot be
completed.
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1. Introduction
In grid systems contain various organizations that
integrate or share their resources on the global grid. It
enables the aggregation and sharing of
geographically dispersed computational data and any
program running on the grid can use those resources
if it can be successfully connected to them and is
authorized to access them [2]. Other resources as a
single, integrated resource for solving large-scale
compute and data intensive applications. The client
of the grid can access the resources available in the
grid without bearing in mind about heterogeneous
environment. Still user can get information in the
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Fig.1: Grid System
We have set some predefines rules and guidelines for
performing on fault tolerance system in grid
environment that are as follows;
Rule 1) When the RMS receive all the necessary
information for execution of subtask, it should sends
the information to the corresponding resource
immediately.
Rule 2) Each resource should starts the processing of
the assigned subtask immediately and each resource
sends the output data to the RMS
Rule 3) Each resource should have constant
processing speed, constant failure rate and constant
bandwidth when it is available.
Rule 4) it considers the indices service reliability that
is task is accomplished within a specified time.

terminated by a failure, which brings great waste of
consumed time and resource on using RNFR.
• Local Node Fault Recovery (LNFR) tool could be
more practical than RNFR to resume the subtask
execution on the failed node once the node is
recovered.
• The migration expense compared with RNFR is
saved with LNFR. Moreover, because fault recovery
modules are located at grid resources, resource
providers can set customizable constraints on fault
recovery, which makes it easy to achieve distributed
management of fault tolerance.
Our paper solve Grid service reliability and Node
Recovery (GSRNR) in grid systems, and presents a
solution to simultaneously maximize the grid service
reliability modeling and analysis with this kind of
fault recovery thereby minimizing the cost.
This paper presents a Task Cost Based Approach for
Grid Service Reliability Modeling on Fault Recovery.
It also derives formulas and algorithms to effectively
evaluate the grid service reliability. Section 2
describes the literature survey. Section 3 presents the
proposed system. Section 4 presents the performance
evaluation. Section 5 concludes this paper.

B. Realization of GSRNR
• Grid service reliability and Node Recovery can be
defined as the probability of all of the subtasks
involved in the considered service to be executed
successfully.
• There is no concern on what the sources of
failures are; but what matters is whether the end
results can return to grid resource management
system (RMS) or not.
• Remote Node Fault Recovery (RNFR) tool; i.e.,
when a failure occurs on a node, the state information
can be migrated to another node, and the failed
subtask execution is resumed from the interrupted
point.
• In a worst-case scenario, much time has been
spent in local node execution when the execution is

2. Literature Survey
Grid service reliability can be defined as the
probability of all of the subtasks involved in the
considered service to be executed successfully [6],
[7].
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The modeling and analysis of grid service reliability
has attracted lots of attention. [2] Presented a virtual
approach to modeling grid services, and derived the
grid service reliability using the graphic theory. Dai
[8], and Levitin and Dai [7] studied grid service
reliability for grid systems with star topology, and
tree topology, respectively. Dai [9] presented a
hierarchical model from the mapping of the physical
architecture, and the logical architecture in grid
systems for grid service reliability analysis.

to solve the task scheduling problem. This algorithm
considers some practical constraints and it also aims
in improving the grid service reliability.

3. Proposed System
The basic approach proposed in the above researches
on fault recovery in grid systems is a ―Grid service
reliability and Node Recovery‖ (GSRNR)
mechanism. In which we are focusing on Local Node
Recovery if any fault present. When a failure occurs
on a node, the state information can be migrated to
another node, and the failed subtask execution is
resumed from the interrupted point, or the failed
subtask can be dynamically rescheduled on another
node, and the node restarts the subtask from the
beginning. It is very useful and effective for GSRNR
to recover grid tasks from failures. However, some
complex tasks may require several days of
computation. For those tasks, it will take a lot of time
for GSRNR on the transmission of state information.
Furthermore, in a worst-case scenario, much time has
been spent in local node execution when the
execution is terminated by a failure, which brings
great waste of consumed time and resource.

Levitin [6] studied grid service reliability taking the
precedence constraints on programs execution into
account. From the point of view of grid service, it
does not matter what the sources of failures are; what
matters is whether the end results can return to grid
resource management system (RMS) or not.
Nevertheless, with the dramatic increasing of grid
size and complexity, the grid system is much more
prone to errors and failures than ever before.
Moreover, the likelihood of errors occurring may be
exacerbated by the fact that many grid services will
perform long tasks that may require several days of
computation [10].
Recently, much effort in fault avoidance and fault
removal has been invested so as to improve grid
service reliability. Paul and Jie [10] developed an
approach to fault tolerance based on job replication in
grid systems.

A. GSRNR Framework and Design

Jozsef and Peter [5] introduced the concept of job
migration to achieve fault tolerance in grid systems.
Moreover some researchers have studied the
optimization on grid service reliability. Dai and
Wang [11] studied optimal resource allocation for
maximizing service reliability using a genetic
algorithm.
Dai and Levitin [12] suggested an algorithm to study
optimal resource allocation for maximizing
performance while considering the service reliability
factor in tree-structured grid systems. However, those
works did not incorporate fault recovery, and did not
investigate the influence of practical constraints of
grid resources on optimization. In addition to the
quality of services, the other focus of this system is to
minimize resource consumption and the cost of
requested services in the economic grid. The dynamic
nature of this monitoring service leads to improve the
availability and reliability of grid resources/services
with low resource consumption. Suchang Guo, HongZhong Huang, Zhonglai Wang, and Min Xie,
suggested [1] an Ant Colony Optimization algorithm

Fig 2: System Architecture
In this case, we can concentrate on Local Node
Recovery (LNR) could be more practical than
Remote Node Recovery (RNR) to resume the subtask
execution on the failed node once the node is
recovered. LNR offers an opportunity to resume
execution from failure, and saves the migration
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expense compared with RNR. Moreover, because
fault recovery modules are located at grid resources,
resource suppliers can set customizable constraints
on fault recovery, which makes it easy to achieve
distributed management of fault tolerance. However,
with the introduction of LNR, the state of resource
failures may be divided into unrecoverable failures,
and recoverable failures.

Where
is the processing speed of resource k.
The amount of data that should be transmitted for the
subtask j (input data from the RMS to the resource,
and output data from the resource to the RMS) is
denoted by .
If data transmission between the RMS and the
resource k is accomplished through links belonging
to a set , the data transmission speed is
( )
(4)
Where
is the bandwidth of the link .Thus, the
random time of communication between the RMS

The grid service is divided into some subtasks; The
RMS should quickly and effectively schedule those
subtasks to the appropriate nodes according to the
particular requirements of those subtasks, and the
QoS demands of grid users. In the scheduling, it
needs to take into account not only the hard
constraints of a subtask (the processing capacity ,
link bandwidth available CPU, memory, disk space,
etc. ), And the software constraints such as the
demanded reliability level of grid service, and the
constraints on total financial cost should be
considered for scheduling.

and the resource k that processes subtask j can take
two values:
(5)
if this communication channel does not fail until the
subtask completion, and
otherwise. For
constant failure rate the probability that
communication channel k does not fail during
processing of subtask j can be obtained as
. /

The proposed system has following Assumptions;

According to the assumptions, the subtask j can be
successfully completed by resource k if the resource
k and the communication links belonging to the set
do not fail during the time of subtask processing
and data transmission. From (2) & (5), we obtain this
time as

(a) The RMS is perfect during the processing of the
grid service, i.e., the RMS never fails; and the time of
task processing by the RMS is negligible when
compared with subtask’s processing time.
(b) When a service request arrives at the RMS, the
RMS responds to it immediately; when a subtask is
assigned to a node, the node executes the subtask
immediately.
(c) There is no precedence constraint on the order of
execution of subtasks.
(d) Each node can execute only one subtask at any
time.
(e) The failures in different elements (nodes or
communication links) are independent.

Taking into consideration software reliability and the
reliability of communication links, the reliability of
subtask j executed on node k, with the deadline
is
(7)
For ease of describing the recoverability of Software
failures on node, a random variable is defined, which
has two possible values (1, 0). If
, it means
that the failure on grid node is recoverable. If
, it means that the failure on grid node k is
unrecoverable. One subtask is allowed to be assigned
at one node, and one node can only be allowed to
execute one subtask at most. The hard constraints on
subtask scheduling have two possible values (1, 0);
value 1 if, it means that subtask can be allowed to be
allocated on node; value 0 if, it means that subtask
cannot be allowed to be allocated on node.
Meanwhile, to satisfy users demands, i.e.,
maximizing the grid service reliability and
minimizing the cost as called to be a soft constraint,
the resource management system needs specific
subtask scheduling mechanism. Here denote by σ a
,
- ,
-} which represents a
vector of {
scheme of subtask on grid nodes.
also has two

Distribution of Task Completion Time
According to the assumptions above, the entire task is
divided into m subtasks such that
∑
(1)
Where C is the computational complexity of the
entire task, and is the computational complexity of
subtask j. When subtask j is assigned to resource k,
the subtask processing time is a random variable that
can take two possible values:
(2)
if the resource does not fail until the subtask
completion, and
otherwise
. /

(6)

(3)
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Construct a grid environment with a possible set
of nodes. The RMS divides the service request into
subtasks. When scheduling these subtasks, the hard
and the soft constraints are considered. For each of
the task in the grid system, grid service cost is
calculated and then the summation of the grid service
cost is taken as the total cost.

possible values(1,0):
=0 it means subtask j is not
assigned on node k by the RMS, while
= 1 means
that subtask j is assigned on node k.
Hence, given the structure on the nodes and links
involved in the service, the grid service reliability can
be determined in term of σ. Then the grid service
reliability, and the total cost can be function of
,
which are written respective as
( )

∏

{

( )

∑

∑

∏

(

)
∑

} , and

(8)

1
0.99

∑

Grid
Service
Reliability

0.98

(9)

0.97

Where
is execution cost in node k per unit time,
is the product of
and the required execution
time
To find the optimal solution of σ so as to maximize
the grid service reliability and minimize the total cost
simultaneously, a weighting summation to optimize
the two criteria simultaneously is proposed, while
satisfying all the system resource constraints.
Total cost can be calculated by using following
formula
( ) *(∑
)
+ (10)
Available resources such as RAM, Memory & CPU
must be in percentage. Decision is taken regarding
the Total Cost, arrival Time of Jobs, Grid Service
Reliability Cost. Applying the algorithm (Min Max
Cost Reliability Scheduling algorithm) the task are
scheduled.
B.
•
•
•
•

Grid Service Reliability

1.01

0.96
1

2

3

4

Fig 3: Grid service reliability with respect to the
set of nodes
Finally, Optimized Cost Scheduling Approach is
developed for minimizing the cost and maximizing
the grid service reliability. This approach ranks the
nodes in the grid system in order to determine the
fault tolerant cost on each node so that the future
loads can be assigned to those nodes.
Table 1: Grid Service Reliability

Min max cost reliability scheduling Algorithm
for all tasks Ti in meta-task M
for all resources
cost constraints are evaluated
Selection probability of Jobs are evaluated =>

Nodes

Grid Service Reliability

1
2
3
4

0.986560912
0.979800106
0.989965231
0.999654232

Table 1 depicts the calculation of the reliability of the
grid service with respect to a set of nodes ranging
from 1 to 4.

• do until all tasks in M are mapped
– for each task in M find the minimum probability
of the jobs and the resource that obtains it
– assign task
to the resource
that gives the
earliest completion time
– delete task from M
– Update Status of Resource
• End do

5. Conclusion and Future Work
Resultantly our paper, a fault recovery mechanism is
introduced into the task cost based approach for grid
service reliability on fault recovery is presented. In
order to make it more practical, a constraint on
recovery amount is discussed in the modeling of grid
service reliability. As for the implementation of fault
recovery in grid resources, it can be achieved by
embedding a fault recovery module in grid clients. In
the module, there are options such as the allowed life

4. Performance Evaluation
By going through these our proposed system, we got
following results;
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times of grid subtasks, and the allowed numbers of
recoveries performed. By those options, resource
providers can be free to choose appropriate fault
recovery strategies according to the local situations.
Based on that, a task scheduling optimization model
called Min Max Cost Reliability Scheduling
Algorithm is proposed and maximizing the grid
service reliability and minimizing the cost, as called
to be soft constraints is attained in this approach.

[9]

[10]

[11]

Result shows that our proposed system is cost
effective and in future will be extended still which
could be applied in cloud computing domains.

[12]
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